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The Mould Room couch combines an electronic, height-adjustable 
base on lockable castors with a fully indexed carbon fi bre top. 
This easy-to-use and mobile couch allows patient set-up techniques 
to be mirrored in a Mould Room environment, without restrictive 
treatment or simulation room access. The rigid carbon fi bre top is 
resistant to damage from water, plaster, other moulding products 
or bodily fl uids and the whole unit can be lowered to a minimum 
height of 17cm, perfect for getting patients on and off  the couch. 

The Mould Room Couch base comes with locating bolts so it can be 
placed in the mould room at a fi xed position to work in conjunction 
with lasers, which gives a comparable set up procedure in all areas 
(mould room, CT, linac); or it can be wheeled around to suit your 
needs.

Qfi x MOULD ROOM COUCH

New: Battery Powered Option

New battery-powered option includes two batteries: one to be 
charged while the other is in use. Ideal for room situations where 
power cabling is complex or may create a trip hazard. 
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